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Prosodic words

In both Greek and English, content words or lexical words (nouns, adjectives, adverbs and 
verbs) are ω-words.

In both languages larger ω-words are formed by inflection, derivational affixation, and 
compounding. 

Suffixes and prefixes are morphologically integrated into independently existing ω-words, 
or they form larger ω-words together with their host.

Function words (articles, pronouns, prepositions etc) are not ω-words, at least not by 
themselves when they are not focused. They can be prosodically cliticized to the preceding 
or following ω-words in Greek and English, inducing a recursive ω-word structure, and, in 
some cases, to the φ-phrase in English.

Moreover, both languages also have compounds that also induce a recursive ω-word 
structure. Culminativity is achieved in both languages.

Today, we examine under which conditions morphologically complex words are also 
prosodically complex ω-words.
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Recursivity in prosodic hierarchy

Both Greek and English allow recursive structure of the prosodic word. 

Maximal (projection of) α =def α is not dominated by α, ω[+max, -min]

Minimal (projection of) α =def α is not dominating α, ω[+min,-max]

Intermediate (projection of) α =def α is dominated by α, ω[+max, -min] and is dominating α, ω[-
max,-min]

Ito, Junko & Armin Mester. 2013. Prosodic subcategories in Japanese. Lingua 124. 20–40.
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Prosodic words in English

Inflectional affixes are too light to be ω-words, and are thus attached as appendical 
segments or syllables to the stem.
Both regular and irregular inflected words share the same inventory of allomorphs.

Inflectional affixes:

  nominal: [z/s,/ɪz]: (boys)ω, tiger-s, rat-s, hors-es 
  verbal:    [z/s,/ɪz]: run-s, laugh-s, pleas-es
         [d/әd]: (screamed)ω, play-ed, vot-ed 
         [t]: jump-ed, furnish-ed  
         [n̩]: beat-en 
         [ɪŋ]: laugh-ing, develop-ing
  adjectival: [ɚ], [әst]:  pretty-er, (prettyest)ω
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Prosodic words in English

Criteria for ω-words have been proposed in the literature:
• Syllabification.
• A single primary lexical stress due to Culminativity. 
• ω-words form bounding domains for different segmental processes. 
• Edge-sensitive rules delimit ω-words, e.g. segmental allophonies.

Traditionally, since Lexical Phonology (LP) or even earlier, a distinction between level 1 
and level 2 derivational affixes is made, see also the two boundary strengths between stem 
and affixes in Chomsky & Halle (1968), written # and ##:

level 1 suffixes are often vowel-initial and are syllabified with the stem. They are integrated 
into the ω-word of the stem, and are then part of the domain of foot formation. They 
may shift the stem’s stress or they can bear main stress. 

level 2 suffixes are often consonant-initial and they build a separate domain of 
syllabification. They are stress neutral, do not bear main stress in English and have no 
effect on the stem’s stress. 
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Prosodic words in English

In Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982), derivational affixation takes place on two levels of 
the interaction between morphology and phonology, on levels 1 and 2.

 Suffixes     Prefixes
Level 1  -ity rápid rapíd+ity  ín- políte ím+polite
Level 2 -ness géntle géntle+ness  un- cléar un+cléar

Class 1 affixes   Class 2 affixes
can attach to non-word bases  attach to words only
unproductive   productive
stress-shifting   stress-neutral
resyllabification takes place  no resyllabification
underly phonological processes such as 
 Nasal Assimilation  No NA
 Trisyllabic Laxing  No TL   
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Prosodic words in English

Prosodic properties of derivational suffixes

Consonantal suffixes like -th [θ] are too light to form a ω-word by themselves: they are 
integrated into the stem’s ω-word: resyllabification takes place.

 (growth)ω – grow  truth – true    
  warmth – warm   depth – deep
  breadth – broad   length – long  
  width – wide   strength – strong 

  height – high   flight – fly  
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Prosodic words in English

The vowel-initial suffixes like -ize, -ical, -ity, -ation or -able are integrated into the ω-words 
of the stem because they need an onset: resyllabification takes place. These are the so-called 
cohering affixes.

Some of them are stress-neutral:
  -able wash-able 
   think-able 
   lov-able
    interpret-able 
-ize  parent-ize 
   organ-ize 

-ical  (not productive, stress-shifting)    
  alphabet-ical  
  farc-ical   
  quizz-ical   
  paradox-ical
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Prosodic words in English

Further stress-shifting vowel-initial suffixes:
  -ation prepáre  preparátion
  -al  párent  paréntal
  -ic  átom  atómic
  -ity  úniverse  univérs-ity, solémn-ity 
    óbese  obés-ity, divín-ity
  -ive  súbject  subjéctive
  -ian  Néwton  Newtónian 
  
The second, outer affix -ity also affects the position of stress on its base:
 -ity  súbject  subjéctive    subjectívity
 
Some of the Level 1 stress-shifting derivational suffixes are stress-bearing themselves:
 -ee  employée  -ette maisonétte, launderette
-esque  picturésque, arabésque. -ese Japanése, Sudanése
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Prosodic words in English

Level 2 stress-neutral derivational suffixes 
Consonant-initial stress-neutral derivational suffixes are ω-words themselves and attach to 
the stem to form a larger ω-word: no resyllabification takes place.

-ful ((mind)ω - (ful)ω)ω
-ness (((mind)ω - (ful)ω)ω (ness)ω)ω  open-ness 
-less penni-less  
-hood nation-hood 
-ly  solemn-ly
-ship friend-ship
-like (productive) mollusklike, alphabetlike, koalalike
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Prosodic words in English

Turning to prefixes, the segmental structure of words is a good indicator of their status. 
Compare the words in (1) that form one ω-word with those in (2) that form a recursive ω-
word. Both have a first syllable written be, re (or pre). 
 In (1), the first unstressed syllable contains a reduced vowel.

(1)

In the words in (2) the first syllable is a secondarily stressed prefix with its own ω-word. It 
is a full vowel [i:].
(2)

Raffelsiefen, Renate. 2007. Morphological Word Structure in English and Swedish: the Evidence from 
Prosody. On-line Proceedings of the Fifth Mediterranean Morphology Meeting (MMM5). University of 
Bologna. 
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Prosodic words in English

Minimal pairs (doublets)
One ω-word  Two ω-words
(subordinate)ω  ((sub)ω (optimal)ω)ω, submarine, sub.lease
[sә.ˈbɔr.dә.nәt]   [ˌsʌb.ˈɔp.tә.mәl]
(enable)ω   ((un)ω.(able)ω)ω
[ә.ˈneɪb̯l]̩   [ˌʌn.ˈeɪb̯l]̩

 Different segmental assimilation processes are bounded by the ω-word (Hayes calls it 
“stem”).
Near minimal pairs for Vowel Nasalization (Hayes 2009) that takes place in the ωmin. 

One ω-word  Two ω-words
(Venus)ω   ((free)ω (ness)ω)ω
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Prosodic words in English: conclusion

Compounding is productive, a compound has a primary stress. Each element of a compound 
has its own domain of syllabification, and is a separate prosodic word. 
There is only one primary stress at every level of the recursive ω-word, here ωmax.

Compounds   One word
((ant)ω (eater)ω)ω (in.te.rest)ω
((night)ω (rate)ω)ω (ni.trate)ω
((nap)ω (lady)ω)ω (apliance)ω
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Prosodic words in English: conclusion

The inflectional system is extremely simple, only a few unstressed morphemes: some can be 
syllabic if needed for syllabification, but except for -ing, no full vowel is ever present 
(observe that schwa is banned before [ŋ]). Inflectional morphemes are part of the ωmin 
of the stem they attach to and have no effect on stress placement.

Derivational affixation is variable: affixes can be stress-shifting (and stressed or unstressed) 
or stress-neutral, the number of syllables is one or two, full vowels are the rule (but 
there are exceptions such as -th). Resyllabification is also variable. Derivational suffixes 
are sometimes prosodic words by themselves and sometimes integrated into the stem.

Compounding is productive, a compound has a primary stress. Each element of a compound 
has its own domain of syllabification, and is a separate prosodic word.

Inflection is always peripheral, derivational affixes are partly organized in levels. In general, 
recursive prosodic words play a role in explaining segmental processes, syllabification 
and stress location.

Culminativity: There is only one primary stress at every level of the recursive ω-word.
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Prosodic words in Greek

The ω-word is recursive in Greek, as well.

According to Kabak & Revithiadou (2009) recursive phonological structures in Greek 
always depend on recursive morphosyntactic structures: phonological structure mirrors 
morphological structure as closely as possible. 

The category of the whole construction is the same as at least one of its members. 
The whole construction inherits the properties of its mother (head ω-word), and by being 
an new entity (recursive ω-word, ωmax), it may develop properties of its own.

Kabak, Barış & Anthi Revithiadou. 2009. An interface approach to prosodic word recursion. In Kabak, 
Barış & Grijzenhout, Janet (eds.). Phonological Domains: Universals and Derivations, 105-132. The 
Hague: Mouton de Gruyter. 
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Prosodic words in Greek: inflection

Greek has a fusional morphology.

Greek content words are morphologically complex, formed from more than one morpheme.
The relevant grammatical information is marked on inflectional suffixes on nouns, 
pronouns, adjectives, articles, and verbs. These suffixes often contain several morphological 
features: gender, case, number, tense, person… (synthetic morphology)
Final -os in άνθρωπ-ος ánθropos ‘person’ indicates masculine gender, nominative case and 
singular number, and final -on in ανθρώπ-ωv anθrópon indicates masculine gender, genitive 
case and plural number.

Several suffixes are also possible in which case they are concatenated in a specific order:
aγap-ús-a-me ‘love-PAST-CONT-1PL’

Inflected words form a single ωmin-word or ω’ (not a ωmax). 

Joseph, Brian D. & Georgios Tserdanelis. 2003. Modern Greek In: Roelcke, Thorsten (Ed.)  
Variationstypologie. Ein sprachtypologisches Handbuch zu den europäischen Sprachen in Geschichte 
und Gegenwart. De Gruyter.
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Prosodic words in Greek: derivation

Derivation: Greek has a large number of derivational suffixes that form a single minimal or 
intermediate ω-word with the stem. These are consonant or vowel initial. They can be 
stressed or not.

Three examples (of many), see Holton et al. (2012:241ff):
-thς: masculine nouns from verbs: the person or appliance that carries out the action of the 

verb
προπον-ώ ‘I train’ → προπον-η-τής ‘trainer’
κλέβ-ω ‘I steal’ → κλέφ-της ‘thief’

-μός: masculine nouns from verbs: the action of the verb and its result or effect 
διστάζω ‘I hesitate’    → δισταγμός ‘hesitation’ 
διώκω ‘I persecute’ → διωγμός ‘persecution’

-είο: the place where an action or business is carried out 
ταχυδρομείο taχiδromío ‘post office’  
φαρμακείο farmakío  ‘pharmacy’
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Prosodic words in Greek

Compounding is productive in Greek. It is usually binary, i.e. it contains two elements.
The head of the compound is the rightward element (endocentric)
χιονάνθρωπος ‘snowman’   χιον- (< χιόνι ‘snow’) + άνθρωπος ‘man’

/o/ appears between roots/stems when one ends and the next begins with consonants, but 
not when the second compound starts with a vowel.
αλατοπίπερο ‘salt and pepper’ αλατ- (< αλάτι ‘salt’) + πιπερ- (< πιπέρι ‘pepper’) + o  

(exocentric: the suffix does not belong to the second element)
ψαρόσουπα ‘fish soup’  ψαρ- (< ψάρι ‘fish’) + σούπα ‘soup’
      (endocentric)

Many different semantic and syntactic forms of compounds, see Holton et a. (2012) for an 
overview.
Compounds form a single ωmax out of two ω-words. The vast majority of them have one 
primary stress and no secondary stress, but some compounds have secondary stress, see 
slide 28.
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Prosodic words in Greek

As far as ω-word formation is concerned, in a first step, both inflection and derivation form 
one ωmin or ω’ together, not a ωmax. 

In inflection and derivation, resyllabification is total. 
a.  /pros-méno/ (pro.zméno)ω ‘anticipate’

PFX ‘PARTICIPLE’ 
b. /γeras-ménos/ (γe.ra.zmé.nos)ω ‘aged’

old-ADJ
c. /pros-eðaf-is-i/ (pro.seðáfi.si)ω ‘landing’

PFX-land-NMLZ-SG.NOM

Secondary stress is assigned in the ωmax but not in the ωmin:

Clitics form a  ωmax with their host. The ωmax comprises the head of the ω-word (the content 
word), that forms a ω’ by itself and the dependent clitics.
Several phonological processes apply in the ωmin but not or less so in the ωmax: total 
resyllabification, s-voicing, primary stress.
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ω-words in Greek: syllabification and s-voicing

The Greek pronominal system has a set of weak forms of proclitic pronouns which are 
prosodically dependent on a following host. Together they form a ωmax.
Procliticization creates a recursive syntactic constituent that contains the clitic and the 
verb. These structures also form recursive ω-words.

ωmax    /mas             málose/   (maz   (málose)ω)ω
          CLT-1PL.ACC scold-PAST.3SG.
                 ω  ‘(S)he scolded us.’
     |    /mas ðjavázi/ (maz  (ðʝavázi)ω)ω max

   (mas    (málose)ωmin)ω’   CLT-1PL.GEN read-3SG
     ‘(S)he reads for us.’

s-voicing in the ω-word: (maz (málose)ω)ω  similar (but not identical) to derivational 
(pro.zméno )ω ‘anticipate’. In maz.málose [m] may be an onset, a coda or ambisyllabic.
    

Kabak, Barış & Anthi Revithiadou. 2009. An interface approach to prosodic word recursion. In Kabak, 
Barış & Grijzenhout, Janet (eds.). Phonological Domains: Universals and Derivations, 105-132. The 
Hague: Mouton de Gruyter.
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ω-words in Greek: syllabification and s-voicing

In some proclitics, resyllabification (s-voicing) is blocked between the final consonant of 
the clitic and the first vowel of the following lexical word.
 

 /t-is             anasa-s/            ®     (tis.(aˈnasas)ω)ωmax / (tis(aˈnasas )ω)ωmax

     the-F.SG.GEN breath-F.SG.GEN            ‘of the breath’

    

Kabak, Barış & Anthi Revithiadou. 2009. An interface approach to prosodic word recursion. In Kabak, 
Barış & Grijzenhout, Janet (eds.). Phonological Domains: Universals and Derivations, 105-132. The 
Hague: Mouton de Gruyter.
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ω-words in Greek: syllabification and s-voicing

Enclitics

In the imperative, the same pronouns are post-verbal and thus enclitics and are (more 
tightly) incorporated into the ω-word of their verbal host: 
málose mas ‘scold us’

Other enclitic elements are not tightly resyllabified despite s-voicing.
/o'jos mu/ o’jo.zmu ® ((ojóz)ω mu)ω ‘my son’

Revithiadou, Anthi & Giorgos Markopoulos. 2021. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of Nasals in
Extended Phonological Words. Catalan Journal of Linguistics 20, 2021.57-75.
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ω-words in Greek: no proclitic stress

According to Revithiadou & Markopoulos (2021), secondary stress in Greek is strictly 
prohibited within the ω-word (ωmin), regardless of its length, see also Arvaniti & Baltazani 
(2005) for a similar view: 

a. trom-o-krat-ik-os ® (tromokratikós)ω ‘terrorist’
b. markaðor-os        ® (markaðóɾos)ω ‘marker’ 

Compare with proclitic disyllabic function words in Greek (prepositions), see c-f. These are 
part of the ωmin of the following content word to which they are syntactically linked. They 
are usually unstressed. Some of these words contrast with stressed homophones, see f., an 
instance of ωmax.

c. apo norís (aponorís)ω ‘(since) early’
d. aná tin ifílio (anatinifílio)ω ‘all-over the globe, everywhere’
e. katá to spíti (katatospíti)ω ‘towards the house’
f. katá tu ɣámu (katá)ω (tuɣámu)ω ‘against (the) marriage’

Arvaniti, Amalia & Mary Baltazani. 2005. Intonational analysis and prosodic annotation of Greek spoken 
corpora. In Jun, Sun-Ah. 2005. Prosodic Typology. Cambridge University Press. 84-117.
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ω-words in Greek: enclitic stress

However, ‘enclitic stress’ is different. When one or two weak pronouns are suffixed/ 
encliticized to a host, a second stress emerges in the ωmax. 
This happens if the primary stress is located more than 3 syllables from the end. In this 
case, the three-syllable window is not fulfilled. 
As a repair an additional stress is added two syllables to the right of the primary stress.

Verb + weak object pronoun: 
a.   κα4λεσε+τον kálese ton → (kàleséton)ωmax ‘invite him’
b.   férnodas to mu ® (fèrnodás tomu)ωmax bringing  it to me’
c.  to tetráðio mu ® (to tetràðiómu)ωmax ‘my  notebook’

Noun or adjective + possessive pronoun:
d. ο+δα4σκαλος+μας o ðáskalos mas → ο δα4σκαλο4 ς μας o ðàskalós mas ‘our teacher’

Adverb + weak pronoun(s):
e. απε4ναντι+σας apénanti sas → απε4ναντι4 σας apèna(n)dísas ‘opposite you’

Holton et al. 2004. Greek: an essential grammar of the modern language. London: Routledge. 
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ω-words in Greek: secondary stress

More forms with enclitics that have two accents because of the three-syllable-window: a 
and b are imperatives:
 a. ðóse   to            mu   (ðòsetómu)ωmax

    give-2.SG.IMP CLT-3.NT.SG.ACC   CLT-1.M.SG.GEN
   ‘Give it to me!’
 b. ðjávase  to    (ðʝàvaséto)ωmax

 read-2.SG.IMP           CLT-3.NT.SG.ACC
 ‘Read it!’

 c. οικογένεια  μου (ikογèniámu)ωmax

‘my family’
 d. ρόφημα μου   (ròfimámu )ωmax

‘my drink’

πάρε+του+το páre tu to → (πάρε τού το pàretúto )ωmax ‘take it from him’
δίνοντας+σου+τα ðínontas su tan  → (δίνοντάς σου τα )ωmax ðìno(n)dásu ta ‘giving them 

to you’

Arvaniti, Amalia & Mary Baltazani. 2005. Intonational analysis and prosodic annotation of Greek spoken 
corpora. In Jun, Sun-Ah. 2005. Prosodic Typology. Cambridge University Press. 84-117.

Examples c. and d. were provided by Christiana Chaidaridou (p.c.)
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ω-words in Greek: secondary stress

Rhythmic stress in proclitics: a sequence of two proclitics provide enough material to host 
an accent of their own: again secondary stress is only possible in ωmax. 

a.  /mu  to  ðjávase/  ((mù to) (ðjávase)ω)ωmax

  CLT-1.SG.GEN     CLT-3.NT.SG.ACC read-past.3.SG
 ‘(S)he read it to me.’
b.  /mas  tus  ðjálekse/  ((màs tuz) (ðjálekse)ω)ωmax

  CLT-1.PL.GEN CLT-3.M.SG.ACC choose-past.3.SG
 ‘(S)he chose them for us.’
c.  /mas  tus  maɣirévi/  ((màs tuz) (maʝirévi)ω)ωmax

  CLT-1.PL.GEN CLT-3.M.SG.ACC cook-past.3.SG
 ‘(S)he cooked them for us.’

Kabak, Barış & Anthi Revithiadou. 2009. An interface approach to prosodic word recursion. In Kabak, 
Barış & Grijzenhout, Janet (eds.). Phonological Domains: Universals and Derivations, 105-132. The 
Hague: Mouton de Gruyter.
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ω-words in Greek: stress in ω-max

Generalizations

Secondary stress is strictly avoided in the ωmin, but it is allowed within the ωmax 

A further place where secondary stress is found is in some compound formations: 
Coordinative compounds (Holton et al. 2012):
πλυντη4ριο-στεγνωτη4ριο ‘washer-dryer’
Combining two independent words into a compound:
λε4ξη-κλειδι4 ‘keyword’ (λε4ξη ‘word’ + κλειδι4 ‘key’)

Secondary stress may develop in stem-word compound formations (R&M)
((pàʎo)ω (markaðóɾos)ω)ωmax ‘lousy marker’ 
((pàɾa)ω (vréxo)ω)ω max   ‘pour down too much water-1SG’.

Holton, David, Peter Mackridge, Irene Philippaki-Warburton & Vassilios Spyropoulo. 2012. Greek: A 
Comprehensive Grammar. London: Routledge. 

Revithiadou, Anthi & Giorgos Markopoulos. 2021. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of Nasals in 
Extended Phonological Words. Catalan Journal of Linguistics 20, 2021.57-75.
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Allophony in Greek: hiatus resolution

Vowel deletion: When a weak pronoun or particle ends in a vowel and the following verb
begins with the same vowel, the vowel of the function word may be deleted. 
θα αγορα4σω [θaaγοráso] or θ΄ αγορα4σω [θaγοráso] ‘I will buy’ 

A less sonorous vowel deletes when a vowel of greater sonority follows. 
/i/ and /e/ may be deleted if they are next to an /o/, /u/ or /a/: 
το ει4πα [toípa] or το ΄πα [tópa] ‘I said it’ 
το ε4δωσα [toéðosa] or το ΄δωσα [tóðosa] ‘I gave it’ 
σου ε4δωσα [suéðosa] or σου ΄δω4 σα [súðosa] ‘I gave you’ 
θα ε4χω [θaéxo] or θα ΄χω [θáxo] ‘I shall have’ 

/o/ and /u/ may be deleted if they are next to an /a/: 
μου απα4 ντησε [muapá(n)dise] or μ ΄απα4 ντησε [mapá(n)dise] ‘(s)he replied to me’.

The final /o/ or /a/ of the neuter definite article may be deleted before a word beginning 
with /a/: 
το αγο4ρι [toaγóri] or τ΄ αγο4ρι [taγóri] ‘the boy’
τα αγο4ρια [taaγórja] or τ’ αγο4ρια [taγórja]  ‘the boys’
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Prosodic words in Greek: vowel deletion

Vowel deletion is almost obligatory in recursive ωmax, at least in connected speech: but it is 
optional in the φ (prosodic phrase) domain. 
(1) ω-word
    a. mu  to  afíni               (mutafíni)ωmax 

   CLT-1.SG.GEN  CLT-3.NT.SG.ACC leave-3  
  ‘(S)he leaves it to me.’

     b. me  onomázi    (monomázi)ωmax

    CLT-1.SG.ACC name-3.SG  ‘(S)he names me.’
     c. me               elénxi    (meléŋçi)ωmax

   CLT-1.SG.ACC   control-3.SG. ‘(S)he controls me.’
(2) a. φ-phrase
    to ómorfo  aγóri

     the handsome-NOM.SG boy-NOM.SG   ‘the handsome boy’
Possible outputs (variation): to ómorfo aγóri  (uttered in careful speech)
b. (tómorfo aγóri)φ or  (tómorfaγóri)φ (uttered in normal to fast speech rate)

Kabak, Barış & Anthi Revithiadou. 2009. An interface approach to prosodic word recursion. In Kabak, 
Barış & Grijzenhout, Janet (eds.). Phonological Domains: Universals and Derivations, 105-132. The 
Hague: Mouton de Gruyter.
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Allophony in Greek: vowel deletion

Final vowels can also be deleted before a consonant-initial word:
    
The final vowel of the prepositions σε /se/ ‘in, at’ (obligatorily) and απο4  /apó/ ‘from’ is 
optionally deleted before a following consonant initial definite article:

σε + το Λονδι4νο  →  στο Λονδι4νο [stolonðíno]  ‘in London’
απο4  + τhν Αθη4 να  → απ΄ τη4 ν Αθη4 να [aptinaθína] ‘from Athens’

The final /e/ of a two-syllable singular perfective imperative may be deleted if followed by 
a neuter weak pronoun or a noun with a definite article:

φε4ρε το /fére to/   → φε4ρ΄ το [férto]   ‘bring it’ 
φε4ρε το βιβλι4ο /fére to vivlío/ → φε4ρ ΄ το βιβλι4ο [fértovivlío] ‘bring the book’
κο4ψε τα /kópse ta/   → κο4ψ΄ τα [kópsta]  ‘cut them’
 ðos-e  to          ® (ˈðo.sto)ω   ‘give it’

Baltazani, Mary. 2006. Focusing, prosodic phrasing, and hiatus resolution in Greek. In Louis M. 
Goldstein, Douglas Whalen & Catherine T. Best (eds.) Laboratory phonology 8, 473-494. Berlin & New 
York: Mouton de Gruyter.
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Allophony in Greek: [n] in function words

Nasal and (pre-nasalized) voiced stops
When enclitics incorporate into a single ω-word with their host, post-nasal voicing and 
nasal assimilation are compulsory.

Imp. verb + pronoun
/ pan-e    ton/            [ˈpandon]ω 
  take       2SG.IMP                
  ‘take him’  

Revithiadou & Spyropoulos (2008), Revithiadou & Markopoulos (2021)
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[n] in function words

PNV/NASCOAL are blocked in the following cases (In the φ domain? Lexically specified?): 
(a) when the nominal genitive plural exponent /on/ is present
(b) when a noun in genitive plural form is followed by a possessive clitic. 
(c) In a sequence Comp + verb
         a. 
 
      

          b.

c.

Revithiadou, Anthi & Giorgos Markopoulos. 2021. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of Nasals in 
Extended Phonological Words. Catalan Journal of Linguistics 20, 2021.57-75.
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[n] in function words: overview

Revithiadou, Anthi & Giorgos Markopoulos. 2021. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of Nasals in 
Extended Phonological Words. Catalan Journal of Linguistics 20, 2021.57-75.
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[n] in function words

Revithiadou & Markopoulos propose a Gradient Harmonic Grammar account (Smolensky & 
Goldrick 2016), a weighted constraint system, for the different behaviour of the final nasal. 
Each morpheme has its own degree of strength for their final nasal, in some cases, when 
the behaviour of the nasal is variable, two different ones.
Each constraint also has a weight and in each case, such a calculation is needed.

Smolensky, Paul & Goldrick, Matthew. 2016. Gradient Symbolic Representations in Grammar: The Case 
of French Liaison. Unpublished manuscript, Johns Hopkins University & Northwestern University. 
[ROA 1552]
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Glide strengthening in prosodic words

Glide strengthening
As mentioned before, glide /j/ undergoes fortition in some cases, i.e. it changes in manner 
of articulation from an approximant to a fricative: recall παιδιου4 /peð-iu/ [pe.ðʝú] ‘child-
GEN.SG’ (Presentation 5) and also [peðʝá] ‘child-PL-NOM’. The process affects word-initial 
high front vowels at hiatus contexts: 

a. /iatr-os/ → (ʝaˈtros)ω ‘doctor-SG-NOM’, 
    /ial-i/  → (ʝaˈli)ω  ‘glass-SG-NOM’

The change of /j,i/ into a fricative is blocked between a determiner and the following noun, 
suggesting that the determiner falls outside the innermost ω:

b. /i           ana/ →           (i (ána)ω)ωmax ~ (j (ána)ω)ωmax *(ʝána)ω
    the.SG-NOM     Anna.SG-NOM    ‘the Anna’

Revithiadou, Anthi & Giorgos Markopoulos. 2021. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of Nasals in
Extended Phonological Words. Catalan Journal of Linguistics 20, 2021.57-75.
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Prosodic words in Greek: conclusion

Inflectional and derivational suffixes are integrated into the ω-word of the stem. No such 
thing comparable to the levels of Lexical Phonology for English.

The larger and recursive prosodic structure of ω-words does exist in Greek as well, but 
rather with clitics. 
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Conclusion

In English, derivational affixes are divided into two groups:
Level 1 affixes form a single ω-word with the stem, as do inflectional suffixes.
Level 2 affixes form their own ω-word and combine with the stem into a larger ωmax, as do 
elements of compounds.
In Greek, derivational affixes and Inflectional suffixes all form a single ω-word with the 
stem: no distinction between classes of derivational affixes
Only elements of compounds form their own ω-word and combine with the stem into a 
larger ωmax . 

Larger ωmax in Greek are often the result of cliticization, especially if two clitics appear in a 
sequence.
In English clitics may adjoin to words with no syntactic affiliation, speaking for being 
attached at the prosodic phrase level.
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Prosodic words in English

Pre-/l/ monophtongization: [oʊ̯]  ~ [o]/ — [l] takes place in the ωmin

[oʊ̯] before /l/: [o]
pole [pol]  Coltrane [koltɹeɪn̯] 
hole [hol]  told [told]
mole [mol]  fold [fold]
poultry [poltɹi]  mold [mold]

[oʊ̯] before other consonants and in open syllables: [oʊ̯]
Poe [poʊ̯]  propane [pɹoʊ̯peɪn̯]
hope [hoʊ̯p]  toad [toʊ̯d]
moat [moʊ̯t]  phone [foʊ̯n]
Oakley [oʊ̯kli]  most [moʊ̯st]

Hayes, Bruce (2009:22) Introductory Phonology. Oxford. Blackwell Publishing.
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Prosodic words in English

Adding an l-initial suffix or a compound member to words with [oʊ̯]

slow [sloʊ̯]  slow-ly  [ˈsloʊ̯li]
low [loʊ̯l]  low-ly  [ˈloʊ̯li]  / Lowlands [loʊ̯lәndz]
toe  [toʊ̯]  toe-less  [ˈtoʊ̯lεs] 

Adding a vowel-initial suffix to words with [o] before /l/
goal [gol]  goal-ie [ˈgoli] 
hole [hol]  hole-y [ˈholi]
role [mol]  roll-ing [ˈɹolɪŋ]
Pole [pol]  Pol-ess [ˈpolәs]  ‘a female Pole’

In both cases, nothing happens: the shape of the stem is what counts.

((slow)ω ly)ω  but (goalie)ω

Data from Hayes, Bruce (2009:22) Introductory Phonology. Oxford. Blackwell (not his analysis).


